Scissor Lift
twin lifting rams and high grade steel, the Quick Pull has a lifting capacity of 2500 Kg . The double
mechanical safety latches together with laser cut holes in the base plate help interject the safety latches for
added protection

QUICK PULL
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The lift operation can be safely controlled with control pad which
houses all the safety features and has an 8metre lead which relays
low voltage commands back to the electro-hydraulic control unit.
This allows close proximity while safely operating the lift during the
loading and unloading procedure.
Assembly and commission
is quick and simple with the
lift being secured to the
surface with expansion
bolts, all aspects of
installation maintenance
and use are documented in
the manual along with the
CE certification.
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QUICK PULL
Technical data
Total weight .................... 865 Kg
( Lift + Platform 590 Kg)
Hydraulic pressure ......... 350 bar
.
Max vehicle weight ....... 2.500 kg

MINIMUM INVESTMENT
FOR MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY

Power supply:
Three-phase ... 230/400V 50/60 Hz
Single-phase ....110/220V 50/60 Hz
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brand in use

Via B. Simonucci, 1 06135
Ponte San Giovanni - Perugia (PG) ITALY
Tel. +39 0585 8364 +39 075 597291
www.bellinisystems.it info@bellinisystems.it
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QUICK PULL

All the components of the Quick Pull have been included on the basis of our experience and
the current needs of the modern body shops. With no need for access ramps or side
platforms, thanks to the fact that the minimum height of the Quick Pull is an astonishing 10
centimeters, makes it possible to perform 80% of small and medium repairs, keeping
mechanical parts in place. This enables many everyday body shop related tasks to be carried
out without the need to move vehicles around the body shop, saving time and money.

Adjustable Arms; easily removable pads feature adjustable height to lift even the lowest of vehicles, these
can rotate to adapt to any length of vehicle without the need to be locked into place on the bench frame. This
allows easy positioning on the underside of the vehicle and enables the bench to be used as a lift, in order to do
most of the common body shop tasks such as sanding, assembly and disassembly of panels and parts, and
other cosmetic operations.

Quick Pull's Components:
4 adjustable height sill clamps
4 adjustable articulating arms
with height adjustable rubber pads
4 Stackable rubber pads
with supports spacers

Clamps; adjustable height rocker
brackets which run on strong
guides can be secured easily and
quickly with either an air gun or
simply with a wrench.

1 Adjustable pulling tower
with multiple directional pulls
1 Hydraulic set with pump,
chain ,hook, clamp
and safety cable

The insertion of the clamps is
facilitated by the very low profile
that enables the tightening of the
bolts to lock and secure the car on
the pinch welds once the vehicle
has been raised in the air on the
lifting pads, allowing the operator
to work at an ergonomic height

1 Electro-hydraulic
control unit with
control panel

Technique and future innovation

Suitable for new concepts of repair
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Mobile Pulling Tower is
adjustable both horizontally
and vertically up to 180
degrees, to cover any
direction with a maximum
pulling power of 5 tons. The
mobility of the pulling tower
makes positioning and
mounting of the arm to the
bench extremely simple,
which allows multiple pulling
angles for the pulling tower
with a strong locking and
maximum safety.

10 cm
The bench profile is extremely low, at
only 10 cm high it can easily
accommodate a variety vehicles without
the requirement of ramps or side
platforms.
Metal Spacers with Rubber Pads supplement those
provided on the adjustable crossbars to reach taller
vehicles in order to lift the vehicle either from rocker
panels, chassis frames or mechanical cross members of
higher vehicles and SUVs.
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